
Gender Pay Gap Report
This document serves to publish the company’s gender pay gap



South East Water gender pay gap report
This document details information relating to the gender pay gap within South East Water as at April 2018.

We are committed to providing equal opportunities for all and we have seen a two percent decrease in our 
reported gender pay gap compared to our previous year’s report. Our assessment has shown that women 
make up nearly half our workforce and most are employed within our customer services teams and non-
technical roles. In contrast, our senior roles, which receive higher pay, are predominantly occupied by men. 
These two factors significantly contribute to our gender pay gap, which is 23 per cent.

This year we have concentrated on a review of our recruitment processes, to ensure that we benefit from 
the widest possible talent pool, alongside a review of our job evaluation system, to ensure that there is 
a clearer progression path. We are also continuing with the initiatives we put into place last year, such as 
our women at work group, to help women progress their careers in the company and STEM ambassadors, 
to encourage recruitment into technical roles.

Paul Butler
Managing Director
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What are we doing about our gender pay gap?
We can confirm that our gender pay gap does not arise because we pay men and women differently for 
carrying out the same roles. Quite simply we have more women working in jobs which attract a lower 
salary in the marketplace and more men appointed into our senior positions. We have already identified 
areas in our recruitment process that can be improved to encourage more applications from women 
for management roles and we are also championing female career progression. We have improved our 
internal recruitment reports to better understand which roles are less favourable to women applicants, 
and why. This will enable more change to further improve our gender pay gap in the future.

RECRUITMENT
Wherever possible, all roles are now advertised with 
flexible or part time working options, to encourage 
applications from candidates needing to structure 
their home life around work responsibilities. This will 
ensure we capture the widest possible pool of talent 
in our recruitment process. 

All managerial recruitment now requires a minimum of 
one female on the interview panel to further support 
a balanced selection process. We use structured 
interview formats and determine the remuneration 
package potential employees are seeking, rather than 
reviewing their current earning levels.

We have improved our recording of diversity 
information during the recruitment process to enable 
us to analyse which roles are less attractive to female 
candidates and therefore identify where changes can 
be made to improve this.

Promotion of our STEM (Science, Technical, 
Engineering and Maths) careers continues. These type 
of roles are typically higher paid and predominantly 
male populated and we wish to encourage more 
women to work within these areas. Our STEM 
ambassadors (mainly women) are recruited internally 
for this role, with an aim to encourage more females 
into this career path.

COACHING
Employees are currently in the process of obtaining 
qualifications in coaching and will use these skills 
across the business to support their colleagues.  
A balance of males and females have been selected 
at different levels of the company for these 
qualifications. Coaches will be offered to women 
returning from maternity leave and career breaks 
to help support their return to the workplace and 
also those women identified as high potential in our 
talent pool.

WOMEN AT WORK GROUP
Our Women at Work group exists as a networking 
group for employees to share experiences and talk 
about issues that impact women at work. These 
meetings take place bi-monthly and are supported 
by female senior managers. Two initiatives have been 
launched as a direct result of this group.

Women in Leadership training courses have been 
launched to specifically help women who want 
to progress in the company. South East Water 
wishes to address the lack of females in the middle 
management level roles and these courses will be 
supported by women champions, who have senior 
management roles within the company.

Pecha Kucha techniques are being used within the 
group to aid presentation skills. Developing skills 
such as these are important, particularly for females 
with the potential to develop in middle manager 
positions and above.

SALARY REVIEWS
Our job evaluation system is a way of determining 
the value of a job in relation to other jobs in our 
organisation in order to establish a rational pay 
structure. We are reviewing this structure to ensure 
employees have clearer guidance for their own career 
progression. Normally a standard percentage increase 
is applied to salaries each year, but from 2018 this 
approach was reviewed, with an aim to closing the gap 
between lower and higher paid roles.

At April 2018, our gender pay gap was 23%
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£17.24 £13.29

Men Women

Our gender pay gap is 22.99% – this is 
2.01% less than reported for April 2017.  
It remains higher than the national 
average for last year of 17.9%.

UK gender  
pay gap

17.9%

£17.24

23%

£13.29

OUR AVERAGE HOURLY RATE
The average hourly rate is calculated by taking all monies earned and dividing by the number of hours 
worked. This includes overtime, callout, other allowances, and bonuses. 

*This figure excludes employees not on full pay due to absence.

MEDIAN HOURLY RATE
The median hourly rate is the middle number in the list of all of our men and women employees’ 
hourly rates. 

£14.33 £11.28

Men Women

Representing  
a gap of

21.2%

WHY IS THIS? 
Our pay gap is created by a number of factors. Higher numbers of women in customer service and 
administrative roles which attract a lower market pay rate will have an impact on the figures, as will  
having more male workers in higher paid technical roles which also attract shift allowances and greater 
levels of overtime. 

This does not mean that we pay women less than men in the same role. A male customer service advisor  
is paid the same as a female customer service advisor and a male technician is paid the same rate as a 
female technician. 

40%
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PAY QUARTILES – WHY ARE WE SHOWING QUARTILES?
Each quartile represents 25 per cent of the workforce. The lower quartile shows the lowest paid 25 per 
cent of the workforce, while the top quartile shows the highest paid 25 per cent of the workforce.

The main reason for our gender pay gap is that we have more male managers in the company and more 
women employed in lower paid roles. Women have traditionally been the main child carer and as such 
many have chosen roles that fit in with their parental responsibilities. Fewer women are attracted to our 
management roles, so we are taking steps to make changes to the recruitment process to open these 
positions up to a much wider talent pool.

QUARTILE ONE
Lowest earners 

total 231

32%

68%

73 158

QUARTILE TWO
Lower middle earners  

total 230

44%

56%

102 128

QUARTILE THREE
Upper middle earners  

total 230

73%

27%
168 62

QUARTILE FOUR
Highest earners 

total 230

73%

27%
167 63

411

55%
510

45%

EMPLOYEES
Total 921
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BONUS PAYMENTS
We operate two bonus schemes at South East Water. A small number of senior managers (predominantly 
men) achieve annual bonuses based on individual and company performance and our customer service 
employees (predominantly women) achieve monthly bonuses based on individual and contact centre 
performance. This explains why more women in the organisation receive a bonus but the average bonus 
payment for men is higher.

Men Women

% Difference

£5550

77%
MEAN BONUS GENDER PAY GAP*

£1184

2%
MEDIAN BONUS GENDER PAY GAP*

104

248

20%

PROPORTION OF MEN  
RECEIVING A BONUS*

55%

PROPORTION OF WOMEN  
RECEIVING A BONUS*

£1269

£1212.50

454

*These figures include everyone employed on 5 April 2018.


